Influence of ion-associated water on the hydrolysis of Si-O bonded interactions.
Previous studies show the demineralization of biogenic, amorphous, and crystalline forms of silica is enhanced in the presence of alkali and alkaline earth cations. The origins of this effect are difficult to explain in light of work suggesting predominantly weak outer-sphere type interactions between these ions and silica. Here we investigate the ability of M(II) aqua ions to promote the hydrolysis of Si-O bonded interactions relative to ion-free water using electronic structure methods. Reaction pathways for Si-O hydrolysis are calculated with the B3LYP and PBE1PBE density functionals at the 6-31G(d) and 6-311+G(d,p) levels in the presence of water, and both inner- and outer-sphere adsorption complexes of Mg(2+)(6H(2)O) and Ca(2+)(6H(2)O). All reaction trajectories involving hydrated ions are characterized by one or more surmountable barriers associated with the rearrangement of ion-associated water molecules, and a single formidable barrier corresponding to hydrolysis of the Si-O bonded interaction. The hydrolysis step for outer-sphere adsorption is slightly less favorable than the water-induced reaction. In contrast, the barrier opposing Si-O hydrolysis in the presence of inner-sphere species is generally reduced relative to the water-induced pathway, indicating that the formation of inner-sphere complexes may be prerequisite to the detachment of Si species from highly coordinated surface sites. The results suggest a two-part physical model for ion-promoted Si-O hydrolysis that is consistent with experimental rate measurements. First, a bond path is formed between the cation and a bridging oxygen site on the silica surface that weakens the surrounding Si-O interactions, making them more susceptible to attack by water. Second, Si-O hydrolysis occurs adjacent to these inner-sphere species in proportion to the frequency of ion-associated solvent reorganization events. Both processes are dependent upon the particular ion hydration environment, which suggests measured cation-specific demineralization rates arise from differential barriers opposing reorganization of ion-associated solvent molecules at the silica-water interface.